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Dedication

 To my dearest family and friends who\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'ve been my 

inspiration in this beautiful journey.
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About the author

 Jepchumba Faith,is a young poet born and raised

in Kenya.She is passionate about art most

especially poetry . Poetry is like home to the

soul.She is an accountant by profession .She looks

forward to impact more lives and share art because

what\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\'s life without these pieces!Delve in

the journey will be worth it!
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 summary

2am

Three keys

Actors in love 

Adios Mi amor 

Dear Pen and Paper 

Drunk or Sober?

Forgive me 

How Far

I lied

Swing Swing Swing 

Young love
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 2am

2am 

 Silence infiltrates the city 

Shhhh it's a slumber party..

Stars just witness our innocence

The moon dances with grace   

I just love this peace.. 

Just loud noises of poets' pens

Crafting all into the deep nights

Dripping the soul into words

Undressing the truth of our fears

 

Traces of light striking through

World fast asleep in the tar corridors

Word after word unfreezing ice hearts

Reminiscing may be ..but  why not? 

I am just drunk in poetry 

#Fez
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 Three keys

Three Keys 

Three Keys they dangle,

In the loop ,up in the jungle,

A shiny key shouts, yea am able this angle,

For the farthest am locked I can be free,

For rough or tough deep furthest forest,

For the cages,be the key in your everest,

Whilst he hides his  dream so highest,

Uncage all his hopes so brightest,

Hand him his authentic self set,

In three we will be there,

Always three Keys. 

#My

#Master

#Key 

_Fez 
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 Actors in love 

Wish you'd told me it was a skit

I would have rehearsed to my best..

An Oscar's for the winning

I'd wear my super costume for this one 

An amazing performance I'd give..

I am a super actress you gotta believe!

Wish you could have hinted somehow..

I'd have worked like its my  lifeline  

Action..pause and smile,

One ,two,shrug then frown

Set them props on stage bare

We seem to be so good at this mine! 

We effortlessly give them a show,

Let's do it once again before we  bow 

Curtains fall escaping reality somehow

I love these scenes.. 

Me and my actor ? 

 #Fez
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 Adios Mi amor 

Adios Amor! 

She stands there, 

She smiles at the scene,

So sweet bitter sweet pain,

Seeing him smile,just a last one ! 

He's gone ,

Wake up big dreamer,

He walks down the aisle,

If she were invisible,

She'd have it all! 

She bows,

The ice stage,

Her heart unfreezes,

Crown to undying love! 

Good bye love ! 
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 Dear Pen and Paper 

Dear Pen and Paper,

I Scribble,I doodle,

My heart won't stop racing loudly,

Thank you for being my ally,

Collecting my sets of emotion,

Screams ,whispers my companion,

You , you take them all , 

Dear Pen and Pap...

Words escape my thoughts now,

I have nothing left to show,

I bleed in ink, gently it does flow,

Word by word scripting my blow,

Thank you for getting me,I bow, 

Dear,

It's just a script they say ,

But who gets me better everyday?

It's just you and me yay!

In between the lines,even when I cry,

Your understanding blows me away,

So, dear I promise to stay.

#Fez
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 Drunk or Sober?

Drownin, drownin ,

Deep down in caffeine,

Tip toe if you can darlin, 

Slowly undress your soul,

Smoothly press past the ordeal,

Spare  neither none nor conceal, 

Untouch that touch ,

Uncover that unsaid much,

Do I want all these as such?

No.. 

I'm just drunk darlin,

I've had quite too many man!

Am I more sober now or then? 

#Fez
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 Forgive me 

Forgive me for I have tiptoed long enough,I have let my voice drown deep ,hush hush to smoothly
sail, 

Forgive me for the thousand and one plus one chances I threw to them but none I gave me , 

Forgive me for forgetting how truth looks like in the mirror,I got used to the facades , 

Forgive me for letting them thugs in,I was tryna be warm, it's a wild space Azyra  .. niceness ain't
cute. 

#Fez
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 How Far

How far?

( basque..)

How far would she go?

Oceans,oceans, oceans, 

How far?

( basks..)

Oh how much further?

Mirages,mirages,away, 

How far?

( unmasks..)

Oh how long again?

Centuries ,centuries strong, 

How far?

( asks..)

Oh this soul got tired!

Lil birdie worry not, and nods! 
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 I lied

  

I lied,

I know I lied,

Just when I said I'd forget,

Days flew by and I just couldn't .., 

I hide,

I know deep inside,

Just in between my poetry,

You so well hidden ,so alive.. 

I tried

I know I really tried,

Just to erase the best of the memories,

You so engraved and I just couldn't.. 

Till when?

 I remain speechless,

I seem so helpless,so clueless,

Am I being too selfless? 

#Fez
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 Swing Swing Swing 

Swing Swing 

Back and forth ,

The swing goes,

Elated she feels,

Baby hold still, 

Rolling up

The air she goes,

Dangling in space,

Throws all  their shades,

Forgets all her worries, 

Back down,

Her smile broadens,

Aren't we all clowns?

Gift us masters of crowns 

Swing !Swing!Swing! 
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 Young love

Young love,

Hearts so tender,

Aching with desire, 

Young love,

Let's travel to Milan,

My beautiful Milena, 

Young love

Can't seem to forget you,

How 'd I live without you? 

My Milena baby,

To me you my priceless ruby,

Milena,

If I'd escape reality,

Let it be this once my royalty,

Seal this fate of ours forever. 
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